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STORMY DANIELS
Cross: Cherry Blossom x T1 Trump

Stormy Daniels is our flagship strain. Known for the excellent growth across 
the country in all climates, this cultivar is resistant to heat and cold stress. 
One of our most popular strain by customer choice. Uniform growth from 
this strain and excellent terpene profile sets it apart from the rest.

Inventory: ~5 million seeds
Available: Mid-December 2019

THE BULL
Cross: Makaveli x T1 Trump

This strain is a Sativa dominate that has explosive vegetative growth. 
Fairs well in cold weather and heat. Plants give off a welcoming aroma 
with a very clean terpene profile.

Inventory: ~20 million seeds
Available: Mid-December 2019

PLAIN JANE
Cross: Cherry Wine x T1 Trump

Indica dominate strain that’s crossed with an “original” Cherry Wine 
cultivar. This strain was Farmer’s choice at Alpine Desert, where it was 
tested. This is our sweetest smelling of the bunch with one of the best 
yields.

Inventory: ~300,000 seeds
Available: Mid-December 2019

1942
Cross: Polarity x T1 Trump

This strain is a very heavy Indica dominate strain that stays short and wide. 
Has average vegetative growth with earlier onset flowers that are large 
and dense with a pungent gas smell throughout the growth phase.

Inventory: Limited inventory
Available: January 2020



PVW 23
Cross: Abacus x Cherry Blossom

With amazing growth & resistance to cold and heat, this is a great strain 
for most of the country. Large floral flowers with a heavy aroma of earthy 
terpenes.

Inventory: ~20 million seeds
Available: February 2020

IVANKA
Cross: The Wife x Cherry Blossom

Sativa dominate strain that loves a full-term growth season. Has larger 
than average trichromes, making it top of the list for indoor cultivation 
for smoke-able flower. Also, highly recommended for its bountiful gas 
and sweet terpenes.

Inventory: ~20 million seeds
Available: February 2020

GATSBY
Cross: Abacus x T1 Trump

Indica dominate strain that enjoys cool weather boasting dark purple
stems throughout the entirety of the life cycle. Large flower onsets
earlier than most strains. With a unique growth pattern, this is one 
of our favorite cultivars.

Inventory: ~50 million seeds
Available: January 2020
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